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INTRODUCTION
Doppler echocardiography is a noninvasive technique that provides unique hemodynamic information otherwise not available without invasive monitoring.The accuracy of the results depends, however,
on meticulous technique and an understanding of
Doppler principles and flow dynamics. This document provides recommendations based on the scientific literature and a consensus from a body of
experts to guide the recording and measurement of
Doppler data.The document is not a comprehensive
review of all the clinical applications of Doppler
echocardiography.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
The Doppler principle states that the frequency of
reflected ultrasound is altered by a moving target,
such as red blood cells. The magnitude of this
Doppler shift relates to the velocity of the blood
cells, whereas the polarity of the shift reflects the
direction of blood flow toward (positive) or away
(negative) from the transducer. The Doppler equation
V × 2Fo × cos θ
∆F = 
c

(1)

states that the Doppler shift (∆F) is directly propor-
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tional to the velocity (V) of the moving target (ie,
blood cells), the transducer frequency (Fo), and the
cosine of the angle of incidence (θ) and is inversely
proportional to the velocity of sound in tissue (c =
1540 m/s). The Doppler equation can be solved for
blood flow velocity as follows:
∆F × c
V = 
2 Fo × cos θ

(2)

When solving the Doppler equation, an angle of incidence of 0 or 180 degrees (cosine = 1.0) is assumed
for cardiac applications.
Currently, Doppler echocardiography consists of 3
modalities: pulsed wave (PW) Doppler, continuous
wave (CW) Doppler, and color Doppler imaging. PW
Doppler measures flow velocity within a specific
site (or sample volume) but is limited by the aliasing
phenomenon that prevents it from measuring velocities beyond a given threshold (called the Nyquist
limit). CW Doppler, on the other hand, can record
very high blood flow velocities but cannot localize
the site of origin of these velocities along the pathway of the sound beam. Color flow Doppler uses
PW Doppler technology but with the addition of
multiple gates or regions of interest within the path
of the sound beam. In each of these regions, a flow
velocity estimate is superimposed on the 2-dimensional (2D) image with a color scale based on flow
direction, mean velocity, and sometimes velocity
variance.
Doppler echocardiography is used to evaluate
blood flow velocity with red blood cells as the moving target. Current ultrasound systems can also apply
the Doppler principle to assess velocity within cardiac tissue. The moving target in this case is tissue,
such as myocardium, that has higher amplitude of
backscatter ultrasound and a lower velocity compared with red blood cells. This new application is
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called tissue Doppler and can be performed in the
PW or the color mode. A comprehensive discussion
of this new technology is beyond the scope of this
document; however, some of the newer applications
for measuring regional myocardial velocities that use
the PW mode will be discussed.
Doppler echocardiography has 2 uses: detection
and quantitation of normal and disturbed flow
velocities. For detection purposes, all 3 modalities
have high sensitivity and specificity. However, color
flow Doppler often allows faster detection of
abnormal flows and provides a spatial display of
velocities in a 2D plane. Quantification of flow
velocity is typically obtained with either PW or CW
Doppler. Measuring velocity with color Doppler is
possible, but the methods are still under development and have not been standardized across different brands of ultrasound equipment. (One exception is the proximal isovelocity surface acceleration
method, used in the evaluation of valvular regurgitation.) The primary use of PW Doppler is to assess
velocities across normal valves or vessels to evaluate
cardiac function or calculate flow. Common applications include measurements of cardiac output
(CO) and regurgitant volumes, quantitation of
intracardiac shunts, and evaluation of diastolic function.
CW Doppler, on the other hand, is used to measure
high velocities across restrictive orifices, such as
stenotic or regurgitant valve orifices.These velocities
are converted into pressure gradients by applying
the simplified Bernoulli equation:
pressure gradient = 4V2

(3)

This equation has been demonstrated to be accurate in flow models, animal studies, and in the cardiac catheterization laboratory as long as the velocity
proximal to the obstruction does not exceed 1.5
m/s. Common clinical applications include determining pressure gradients in stenotic native valves,
estimating pulmonary artery (PA) systolic pressure
from the velocity of tricuspid regurgitation (TR), and
determining prosthetic valve gradients. The combination of PW and CW Doppler has been used with
great accuracy to determine stenotic valve areas
with the continuity equation.
An alternative technique also used for recording
high flow velocities is the high pulse repetition frequency (PRF) modification of the PW Doppler. High
PRF uses range ambiguity to increase the maximum
velocity that can be detected with PW Doppler.
Multiple sample volumes are placed proximal to

and at the depth of interest. PRF is determined by
the depth of the most proximal sample volume,
which allows measurement of higher velocities
without signal aliasing at the depth of interest.
Although the resulting spectral output includes frequencies from each of the sample volume depths,
the origin of the high-velocity signal is inferred
from other anatomic and physiologic data, as with
CW Doppler.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON RECORDING AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The accuracy of measuring blood cell velocities by
Doppler relies on maintaining a parallel orientation
between the sound waves and blood flow.
Although most ultrasound systems allow correction of the Doppler equation for the angle of incidence, this measurement is difficult to perform
accurately because of the 3-dimensional orientation of the blood flow. Angle correction is therefore not recommended. The Doppler sound beam
should be oriented as parallel as possible to the
flow, guided both by the 2D image (sometimes
assisted by color flow imaging) and the quality of
the Doppler recording. Small (<20 degrees) deviations in angle produce mild (<10%) errors in velocity measurements. Although these errors may be
acceptable for low-velocity flows, when Doppler is
used to derive pressure gradients even a small
error in velocity measurement can lead to significant underestimation of the gradient because of
the quadratic relation between velocity and pressure gradient.
PW Doppler
PW Doppler is used in combination with the 2D
image to record flow velocities within discrete
regions of the heart and great vessels. Measurements
derived from these velocities are used to evaluate
cardiac performance (Figure 1). The most common
sites are the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT),
mitral annulus and left ventricular inflow (at the tips
of the mitral valve leaflets), pulmonic valve annulus
and PA, tricuspid valve inflow, hepatic veins, and pulmonary veins. The flow volume passing through
these sites can be calculated as the product of the
velocity-time integral (VTI) and the cross-sectional
area (CSA) of the respective site. When recording
velocities for flow measurements, the sample volume is placed at the same location as the 2D measurements of CSA. Adjust the sample volume axial
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Figure 1 PW Doppler recording of left ventricular outflow
track velocity obtained from apical window. Because flow
is away from transducer, velocities are displayed below
baseline. Notice narrow spectral pattern during flow acceleration and deceleration and wider dispersion seen during
mid-systole. Degree of dispersion indicates range of blood
flow velocities detected within sample volume.
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Figure 2 CW Doppler recording of velocity through aortic valve in patient with AS. Transducer position is at apex;
thus systolic velocities are displayed below baseline. In
diastole, positive mitral inflow velocities can be seen as
inflow moves toward transducer. Note wide spectral dispersion of velocities during systole and diastole indicating
that Doppler beam is detecting all flow velocities encountered along its course.

length to 5 to 7 mm and set the wall filters at low levels to ensure that lower velocities adjacent to the
baseline are recorded for the timing of flow to be
measured correctly.The velocities should be recorded over at least 2 or 3 respiratory cycles at a paper or
sweep speed of 50 or 100 mm/s; the faster speed is
essential for measurements that require precise time
resolution, such as time intervals, integrals, and velocity slopes.
A typical PW Doppler velocity consists of a spectral recording of varying intensity, depending on the
acoustic density of the reflected interface, ie, the
mass of blood cells (Figure 1). The most dense (or
brightest) portion of the spectral tracing represents
the velocity of the majority of blood cells, also
known as the modal velocity. Likewise, less dense
areas depict the velocity of a lesser mass of blood
cells.When measuring velocities, use the outer edge
of the dense (or bright) envelope of the spectral
recording.

of the jet in a 2D plane, particularly in regurgitant
lesions. A nonimaging CW transducer is recommended to search for the highest velocity, particularly in aortic stenosis (AS), in which multiple windows
of examination may be required to detect the highest velocity. Measurements of velocities recorded by
CW Doppler are always taken from the outer border.
The site of origin of a high-velocity jet is inferred
from the particular lesion that is being examined. For
instance, if the CW beam is directed through a
stenotic aortic valve, the outer edge of the recording
is assumed to represent the stenotic jet velocity.
Therefore, only well-defined envelopes should be
used for quantitation of velocities to obviate significant errors.These recommendations are also applied
when high PRF is used to record a high-velocity jet,
except that high PRF should be used in combination
with the 2D image.

CW Doppler

Color Flow Doppler

In contrast to PW Doppler, CW Doppler records the
velocities of all the red blood cells moving along the
path of the sound beam (Figure 2). Consequently, a
CW Doppler recording always consists of a full spectral envelope with the outer border corresponding
to the fastest moving blood cells. No simple guidelines guarantee a parallel orientation of the CW
beam with blood flow in all instances. However,
color flow Doppler can help determine the direction

A comprehensive discussion of color flow Doppler
is beyond the scope of this document. Nevertheless,
the following are some basic recommendations that
apply to any ultrasound machine. Processing the
multigate Doppler information and creating the
color pixels take a certain amount of time; therefore
the larger the area of interest, the slower the frame
rate. For this reason, a smaller area of interest should
be used and depth settings kept at the lowest possi-
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Figure 4 Method used in determining systolic flow volume through left ventricular outflow.

Figure 3 Diagrammatic illustration of flow through a vessel showing 2 different flow profiles. Flat profile with all
cells traveling at same velocity and parabolic profile with
cells at center traveling faster than those on the side. At any
given time, flow through the vessel represents product of
average velocity of all cells multiplied by CSA of the vessel.

ble level that allows visualization of the structure in
question. When high-velocity blood flows are analyzed, set the color scale at the maximum allowed for
that given depth. Color Doppler gain should be set
just below the threshold for noise.

RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO SPECIFIC
CLINICAL USES
Flow Measurements
PW Doppler technique. Flow is derived as the
product of CSA and the average velocity of the
blood cells passing through the blood vessel or
valve orifice during the flow period (Figure 3),
whereas stroke volume (SV) represents the product
of CSA and VTI. When PW Doppler is used, the
velocities recorded within the sample volume will
be affected by the flow profile.With current instrumentation, assessing flow profile or measuring the
average velocity of the blood cells is difficult.
Consequently, volume-flow measurements are most
accurate when flow is laminar (ie, all blood cells are
moving in the same direction) and the profile is flat.
The most important technical factor to ensure accu-

racy of measurements is to properly match the site
of velocity recording with the anatomic measurement of the CSA.1 For this reason, it is preferable to
use sites where the CSA does not change significantly during the flow period and can be determined accurately from the 2D image and where the
flow profile is likely to be flat. When tracing the
velocity to derive a VTI, it is best to trace the outer
edge of the most dense (or brightest) portion of the
spectral tracing (ie, the modal velocity) and ignore
the dispersion that occurs near peak velocity. For
patients in sinus rhythm, data from 3 to 5 cardiac
cycles may be averaged. However, in patients with
irregular rhythms such as atrial fibrillation, 5 to 10
cycles may be required to ensure accuracy of
results.
The preferred sites for determining SV and cardiac
output (in descending order of preference) are as follows:
1. The LVOT tract or aortic annulus
2. The mitral annulus
3. The pulmonic annulus
The LVOT is the most widely used site.2 SV is derived
as:
SV = CSA × VTI

(4)

The CSA of the aortic annulus is circular, with little
variability during systole. Because the area of a circle
= πr2, the area of the aortic annulus is derived from
the annulus diameter (D) measured in the parasternal long-axis view as:
CSA = D2 × π/4 = D2 × 0.785

(5)

Image the LV outflow with the expanded or zoom
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Figure 6 Method used in determining systolic flow volume through pulmonic annulus.

Figure 5 Method used in determining diastolic flow volume through mitral annulus.

option and place 1 or 2 beats in a cineloop (Figure
4).This imaging allows a more precise measurement
of the annulus diameter during early systole from the
junction of the aortic leaflets with the septal endocardium, to the junction of the leaflet with the mitral
valve posteriorly, using inner edge to inner edge.The
largest of 3 to 5 measurements should be taken
because the inherent error of the tomographic plane
is to underestimate the annulus diameter.When serial measurements of SV and CO are being performed,
use the baseline annulus measurement for the
repeated studies because little change in annulus
size occurs in adults over time.
The LV outflow velocity is recorded from the apical 5-chamber or long-axis view, with the sample
volume positioned about 5 mm proximal to the aortic valve (Figure 4). The opening click of the aortic
valve or spectral broadening of the signal should not
be viewed in mid-systole because this means the
sample volume is into the region of proximal acceleration.The closing click of the aortic valve is often
seen when the sample volume is correctly positioned.
The LVOT method should not be applied when
the landmarks needed to measure the annulus diameter cannot be properly visualized or if evidence of
LV outflow obstruction exists because the velocities
recorded will not be matched to the CSA of the aortic annulus.
Flow across the mitral annulus is measured in
the apical 4-chamber view with equation 4 (Figure

5). Although the mitral annulus is not perfectly circular, applying a circular geometry (equation 5)
gives similar or better results than attempting to
derive an elliptical CSA with measurements taken
from multiple views.2,3 The diameter of the mitral
annulus should be measured from the base of the
posterior and anterior leaflets during early to middiastole, 1 frame after the leaflets begin to close
after its initial opening.The sample volume is positioned so that in diastole it is at the level of the
annulus.
The pulmonic annulus is probably the most difficult of the 3 sites, mostly because the poor visualization of the annulus diameter limits its accuracy and
the right ventricular (RV) outflow tract contracts
during systole. Measure the annulus during early
ejection (2 to 3 frames after the R wave on the electrocardiogram) from the anterior corner to the junction of the posterior pulmonic leaflet with the aortic
root (Figure 6).4,5 Equations 4 and 5 are used to
derive SV and CSA, respectively.
When learning to measure flow volumes across
the above sites, make measurements in all 3 sites in
patients without regurgitant lesions or intracardiac
shunts because the flow through these sites should
be equal. Doing this will develop expertise needed
to apply these methods accurately. In regurgitant
valve lesions, the forward flow through the regurgitant valve is greater than through the other
valves, and the difference between them is equivalent to the regurgitant flow. Regurgitant fraction,
an index of severity of regurgitation, is derived as
regurgitant flow (in milliliters) divided by the forward flow across the regurgitant valve. In the presence of significant left-to-right intracardiac shunts,
flow measurements can calculate the pulmonic to
systemic (Qp:Qs) flow ratio. For example, in a
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Figure 7 Example of transmitral and pulmonary vein
velocity recordings in a healthy subject. Pulmonary vein
velocity recording has been aligned in time with mitral
velocity for illustration purposes.

patient with an atrial-septal defect, pulmonic flow
will be much higher than aortic flow; the ratio of
the two is equivalent to the Qp:Qs ratio. In the best
of hands, these calculations may have up to a 20%
error.
Flow measurements with CW Doppler. Recordings
of flow velocity through the above sites are also possible with CW Doppler. In addition, flow velocity can
be recorded in the ascending aorta from the suprasternal notch.6 The main difficulty with CW Doppler
is that the velocity envelope reflects the highest
velocity of the moving blood cells. This, in turn, is
affected by the flow profile and the smallest CSA of
flow. For example, when recording the LV outflow
velocity from the apical window by CW, the velocity
integral is related to the CSA of the aortic valve
rather than the annulus.7 The area of the valve is
more difficult to derive with 2D imaging.
A primary application of Doppler is in the serial
evaluation of SV and CO. Given that the CSA is relatively stable in the same patient, the VTI can accurately track changes in SV. The day-to-day variability
of velocity measurements appears to be less with
CW than with PW Doppler.8
Application of Flow Measurements in the
Evaluation of Diastolic Function
Left ventricle. PW Doppler recordings of the
mitral and pulmonary vein velocities can provide
insight into the dynamics of LV filling and help evaluate diastolic function (Figure 7).9-11 Importantly,
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Figure 8 Method used for measuring IVRT from recording of LV outflow and inflow velocities with CW Doppler.
Transducer is at cardiac apex, and Doppler cursor is
aligned in intermediate position between aortic and mitral
valves.

changes in these velocities occur with alterations in
left atrial and LV diastolic pressures.12-18 In addition,
the transmitral velocity, together with tricuspid and
hepatic vein velocities, is useful when evaluating cardiac tamponade and constrictive pericarditis.19-23
Mitral inflow velocity. Parameters of diastolic
function that reflect changes in flow should be measured from recordings of the inflow velocity at the
mitral annulus, where the CSA is more stable. On the
other hand, parameters that relate to the transmitral
gradient are best obtained at the tips of the valve
leaflets. The measurements obtained are divided
into 3 categories: (1) absolute velocities such as E
and A velocities, (2) time intervals such as acceleration and deceleration times, and (3) time-velocity
integrals such as the integrals of the E and A velocities, respectively. The ratio of these integrals to the
total integral of flow velocity is used as an index of
the respective filling fractions.The first 2 categories
are best measured at the tips of the valve leaflets,
whereas the third is more accurate from the mitral
annulus site.
An additional index of diastolic function is the isovolumic relaxation time (IVRT), defined as the interval from the closure of the aortic valve to the opening of the mitral valve. This interval can be
accurately measured by Doppler with either PW or
CW Doppler. With PW Doppler, the transducer is
angulated into the apical 5-chamber or long-axis
view and the sample volume placed within the
LVOT, but in proximity to the anterior mitral valve
(MV) leaflet to record both inflow and outflow sig-
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Figure 9 Diagrammatic illustration of 3 common patterns
of mitral and pulmonary vein velocities: normal, delayed
relaxation, and pseudonormal.

Figure 10 Myocardial velocity recording obtained from
apical window with tissue Doppler using PW mode.
Diagram illustrates Doppler cursor with sample volume
positioned at base of lateral wall. Recording shows systolic
positive wave (S), early diastolic wave (Em), and atrial wave
(Am).

nals.With CW Doppler, IVRT is measured by aiming
the Doppler beam at an intermediate position
between inflow and outflow to record both velocities (Figure 8). IVRT is measured as the interval
between the end of ejection and the onset of mitral
inflow. As a rule, CW recordings provide a more
reproducible measure of IVRT than PW. Three to 5
cardiac cycles should be averaged when measuring
transmitral velocities and IVRT. One exception to
this rule is made in conditions in which these velocities change with respiration, such as in pericardial
constriction or tamponade. In these cases, the velocities should be recorded with a respiratory tracing
and averaged separately.
Certain patterns have been associated with
changes in left atrial pressures in patients with LV
disease, particularly those with depressed systolic
function (Figure 9). With normal pressures, the
transmitral velocity, as a rule, has a lower E than A
velocity with a prolonged IVRT and deceleration
time, reflecting the impaired relaxation of the left
ventricle. On the other hand, with higher left atrial
pressures, the E velocity increases whereas the IVRT
and deceleration time shorten. This resembles the
pattern seen in healthy young persons and thus it is
referred to as pseudonormal.
Pulmonary vein velocity. Analysis of the pulmonary vein velocities can provide insight into the
diastolic properties of the LV and the function of the
left atrium. Certain patterns have been associated
with increased left atrial pressures in patients with

LV disease, particularly those with depressed systolic function, that complement the information
derived from the mitral inflow velocity (Figure
9).16,17 With current technology, the velocity of flow
within the pulmonary veins can be recorded from
the transthoracic apical view in 80% of patients.The
most common vein accessible from this window is
the right upper pulmonary vein.The flow within the
vein can be visualized with color Doppler using a
lower velocity scale (<40 cm/s) and the PW sample
volume can be placed inside the vein.Without attention to proper sample volume location, 2 errors
commonly occur.The sample volume can be placed
near the opening of the pulmonary vein but still
within the left atrium, or the low-velocity motion of
the posterior atrial wall can be recorded. When
recording the pulmonary veins, keep the wall filters
at a low level.
The flow velocity measurements currently recommended in the pulmonary veins are the peak systolic
(S), peak diastolic (D), and atrial reversal (A) velocities, the S/D ratio, and the duration of the A velocity
(Figures 7 and 9).
Myocardial and annular velocities. Longitudinal
velocities within the myocardium can be recorded
with tissue Doppler from the apical window with
the PW mode. A small (<5 mm) sample volume is
placed within a myocardial segment and a spectral
recording of velocities within the segment obtained
(Figure 10). For optimal recording of tissue velocity,
both gains and filter settings should be set low.
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Figure 11 Demonstration of method used to measure
flow propagation velocity using color M-mode. In panel
A, 2D color Doppler frame with M-mode cursor aligned
in center of red inflow velocities is shown. Panels B and C
illustrate color M-mode tracing obtained through cursor
at 2 different aliasing velocities obtained by shifting 0
baseline. This maneuver enhances appreciation of the
propagation velocity.

Myocardial velocities are highest at the base and lowest toward the apex. Consequently, the velocities at
the basilar segments are commonly used to assess
the function of the corresponding wall. The sample
volume is usually placed at the junction of the LV
wall with the mitral annulus.
The spectral longitudinal velocity of the myocardium normally consists of a positive systolic wave and
2 diastolic peaks, one during early diastole and a second during atrial contraction (Figure 10). The early
diastolic velocity (Em; also referred to as Ea for annular velocity) has been demonstrated to be an index of
LV relaxation that is relatively insensitive to left atrial pressure.24-26 Although Em can be measured in any
ventricular wall, the lateral wall and septum have
been more commonly used in the evaluation of diastolic function. The ratio of transmitral E velocity to
Em has been recently demonstrated to relate well
with mean left atrial (or pulmonary capillary wedge)
pressure in multiple clinical scenarios, such as
depressed or normal systolic LV function, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, sinus tachycardia, and atrial
fibrillation.26-30
Flow propagation velocity. Color Doppler can
record an early inflow velocity across the MV from
the apical 4-chamber view (Figure 11). An M-mode
cursor placed in the center of the brightest inflow
velocity can record a color M-mode of the inflow jet
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Figure 12 Normal hepatic vein velocity recorded from
subcostal window. From this window, a negative velocity
indicates antegrade flow moving toward RA. Notice that
antegrade systolic velocity is larger than antegrade diastolic
velocity. Small retrograde atrial (A) velocity is also seen.
These velocities are subject to variation with respiration.

as it moves from the mitral inflow area toward the
apex.Adjusting the color Doppler baseline can highlight a color edge, the slope of which represents the
propagation velocity of blood flowing toward the
apex.This flow propagation velocity has been shown
to relate inversely with the time constant of LV relaxation and to be fairly insensitive to changes in left
atrial pressures.31,32 In a manner analogous to the Em
velocity, the ratio of transmitral E to flow propagation velocity relates to mean left atrial (or pulmonary
capillary wedge) pressure.33,34
Right ventricle

Tricuspid inflow velocity. As with the mitral
inflow, the tricuspid inflow velocity reflects the atrioventricular diastolic pressure-flow interactions on
the right side of the heart.Tricuspid flow velocities,
however, are also affected by respiration; thus all
measurements taken must be averaged throughout
the respiratory cycle or recorded at end-expiratory
apnea.The tricuspid inflow velocity is best recorded
from either a low parasternal RV inflow view or from
the apical 4-chamber view.
The same measurements derived from the mitral
inflow velocity can be measured in the tricuspid.
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However, to date, there are fewer investigations available on the application of these measurements in the
evaluation of RV diastolic function. RV IVRT has not
been used as an index of diastolic function because
it is significantly altered by pulmonary hypertension
and difficult to measure with Doppler alone.
Hepatic vein flow velocity. The velocity of flow in
the hepatic veins can be recorded from the subcostal
window with the flow oriented parallel to the sound
waves (Figure 12).The normal pattern of flow velocity consists of systolic and diastolic antegrade flow
velocities (S and D waves, respectively) and a retrograde A velocity. Each of these waves being profoundly altered by the 2 phases of respiration. The
influence of respiration differs between disease
states. These variations may be used to differentiate
between restrictive and constrictive pericardial disorders.22
Estimation of Right-sided Pressures
When TR is present, application of the 4V2 equation
to the peak TR velocity provides a close estimate of
the peak pressure gradient between RV and right
atrium (RA).35 Consequently, RV systolic pressure
can be derived by adding an estimate of mean RA
pressure to the peak RV-RA gradient. The mean RA
pressure is estimated with the magnitude of the inferior vena cava collapse, with inspiration and variations in the hepatic vein velocities.36-38 In the
absence of pulmonic stenosis, the peak RV pressure
is equivalent to the PA systolic pressure. In the presence of pulmonic stenosis, the PA systolic pressure is
estimated by subtracting the maximal pulmonic
valve pressure gradient, derived from the velocity
across the valve by CW Doppler, from the peak RV
systolic pressure.The accuracy of these pressure estimates depends on recording a clear envelope of the
TR velocity by CW Doppler. If the signal is incomplete, significant underestimation of the peak TR
velocity will occur. The quality of the TR velocity
recording may be enhanced with contrast echocardiography by injecting agitated saline solution or
other contrast echocardiographic agents intravenously.39
Varying degrees of pulmonic regurgitation (PR)
are common, particularly in cardiac patients. The
velocity of PR reflects the instantaneous gradient
between PA and RV.Thus, the PR velocity at end-diastole may be used to derive the PA diastolic pressure
with the 4V2 equation and adding to the pressure
gradient an estimate of mean RA pressure.
The RV outflow and pulmonic flow velocities are
often altered in the presence of significant pul-

Figure 13 Diagrammatic representation of continuity
equation. When laminar flow encounters a small discrete
stenosis, it must accelerate rapidly to pass through small
orifice. Flow proximal to stenosis is same as flow passing
through stenosis. Because flow equals velocity times CSA,
area of stenotic orifice can be solved if velocity through
orifice and flow is known.

monary hypertension.The acceleration time is shortened, and a mid-systolic notch in the flow velocity
envelope is often present.An inverse curvilinear relation exists between the acceleration time and mean
PA pressure from which regression equations have
been developed. The 95% confidence limits of the
estimate of PA pressure with these equations are,
however, too wide for accurate clinical use and are
therefore not recommended.
Pressure Gradients and Valve Areas
Recommendations on the use of CW Doppler for
recording high-velocity jets have been previously discussed.The modified Bernoulli equation, 4V2, is very
accurate in estimating the pressure gradient across a
restrictive orifice under most physiologic conditions.40-43 The exceptions are as follows: (1) a velocity proximal to the stenosis greater than 1.5 m/s; (2)
the presence of 2 stenotic areas proximal to each
other, for example, subpulmonic stenosis combined
with valvular stenosis; and (3) the presence of a long
tunnel-like stenotic lesion.
In stenotic lesions, the jet velocity can derive the
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Figure 14 CW Doppler tracing taken from a patient with
mitral stenosis, illustrating measurement of pressure half
time.

peak instantaneous and the mean pressure gradient
across the stenosis. The mean gradient is obtained
by averaging the instantaneous gradients. Current
ultrasound systems contain software to derive the
peak velocity, VTI, and mean gradients from a tracing of the velocity envelope. It is important to
include both heart rate and rhythm when reporting
valve gradients.The Doppler equation is fairly accurate in deriving the pressure gradient across a tight
stenosis. However, in AS the phenomenon of pressure recovery may result in a higher gradient by
Doppler than the gradient measured by catheter,
particularly if the distal pressure is recorded several centimeters away from the stenotic valve. In practice, the error is small and of minimal clinical significance.
Valve area measurements with the continuity
equation. The continuity equation states that the

flow passing through a stenotic valve is equal to the
flow proximal to the stenosis (Figure 13). Given that
flow equals velocity multiplied by CSA, if flow is
known the area of stenosis can be derived as:
Stenotic area = Flow/Velocity across stenosis

(6)

AS is the most common lesion for which the continuity equation is used.4,44,45 The flow volume represents the SV across the aortic valve, determined at
the LV outflow. In AS, however, the sample volume
must be positioned carefully to not be within the
prestenotic flow acceleration region. Place the sample volume 1 cm proximal to the aortic valve while
recording the velocity.Then, slowly move the sample

Figure 15 CW Doppler recording of transmitral velocity
in a patient with mitral stenosis. Velocity pattern shows
rapid early deceleration that decelerates to mid-diastole,
giving rise to “ski slope” appearance. In these cases, estimating pressure half time from the slower component of
velocity descent is better, as illustrated in second cardiac
cycle.

volume toward the valve until an increase in velocity and spectral broadening is seen. Thereafter, the
sample volume is moved back until a narrow band of
flow velocities is obtained. The denominator of the
continuity equation is the integral of the stenotic jet.
Consequently, the maximal AS velocity must be
recorded by aligning the CW beam as parallel as possible to the stenotic jet. This is best accomplished
with a nonimaging CW transducer that uses multiple
windows of interrogation.
In mitral stenosis, the continuity equation is useful
in situations for which the pressure half-time
method is limited. However, in this lesion accurately
determining flow across the mitral annulus is difficult. SV is therefore measured at the aortic annulus
and used in the numerator of the equation; the
denominator is the integral of the mitral stenosis jet.
The method is quite accurate in the absence of associated mitral regurgitation (MR).5
Mitral valve area with the pressure half-time
method. The pressure half-time (P1/2t) method is a

simple and accurate method of determining valve
area in mitral stenosis (Figure 14). Pressure half-time
represents the time that the maximal pressure gradient takes to decrease by one half.When expressed in
terms of velocity, this time is equivalent to the time
that the peak stenotic velocity takes to drop by 30%.
Early studies established an inverse relation between
P1/2t and mitral valve area (MVA),46 and from this
relation the following empirical equation was
derived:
MVA = 220/P1/2t

(7)
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Figure 16 CW Doppler tracing of aortic regurgitation
velocity illustrating method for determining pressure half
time.

This formula works surprisingly well in most
patients and can be reliably used in clinical decision
making.47,48 Potential sources of errors must be
considered, such as rapid heart rate, the presence of
significant aortic regurgitation, and conditions that
alter left atrial or LV compliance and/or LV relaxation.49-51 In some patients, the early velocity
descent is curvilinear rather than linear, resembling
a ski slope. In these instances, derive a pressure half
time by extrapolating the mid-diastolic linear
descent backward, as illustrated in Figure 15.
Although there are similarities between mitral and
tricuspid stenosis, the P1/2t method has not been as
extensively validated for the calculation of tricuspid
valve area.
Application of Doppler in Regurgitant Valve
Lesions
Doppler echocardiography is the most commonly
used diagnostic technique for detecting and evaluating valvular regurgitation. Multiple indexes have
been developed to assess severity of regurgitation
with PW, CW, and color Doppler. Although techniques for measuring these indexes are described in
this document, recommendations concerning their
clinical application will be discussed in an upcoming
document dedicated to the evaluation of regurgitant
valve lesions.
Regurgitant volume, regurgitant fraction, and
effective regurgitant orifice area. In the presence of

valvular regurgitation, the flow through the affected
valve is greater than through other competent
valves. For example, in MR more volume will pass
through the MV than through the aortic or pulmonic
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Figure 17 Diagrammatic illustration explaining concept of
entrainment. Flow is passing from chamber A to chamber
B through discrete stenosis that generates high-velocity
jet. Initial high-velocity jet is depicted in black. As highvelocity flow enters receiving chamber, blood that sits in
that chamber is forced into motion. Blood cells will move
in a circular fashion around high-velocity jet and will be
encoded by color Doppler. Jet in receiving chamber
becomes wider. In case of mitral valve regurgitation, this
phenomenon will make regurgitant jet area appear larger
than expected for a given volume of regurgitation.

valves. The difference between the two represents
the regurgitant volume. Regurgitant fraction is
derived from the regurgitant volume divided by the
flow through the regurgitant valve.3,52 Careful measurement of flow volumes through the annular sites
described can determine the calculation of regurgitant volume and regurgitant fraction.
Effective regurgitant orifice area (EROA) is a new
index of regurgitation derived with the continuity
equation:
EORA = Regurgitant volume/Regurgitant VTI

(8)

where the regurgitant VTI is the integral of the regurgitant velocity recorded by CW Doppler.53
Application of pressure half time in aortic regurgitation. Recording of aortic regurgitation jet by CW

Doppler reflects the instantaneous pressure differential between the aorta and left ventricle.Thus, the
rate of velocity decline from its early peak to late
diastole is an index of severity of aortic regurgitation. Although this rate of decline may be measured
as a slope, it is more commonly assessed by measuring pressure half time in a manner analogous to
mitral stenosis; that is, the time taken for the peak
velocity to decline by 30% (Figure 16).54 To accu-
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Figure 18 Color Doppler recording of MR in parasternal
long-axis (left) and short-axis (right) view. Measurement
of jet height and width is illustrated by arrows.

rately measure this index, a complete envelope of
the regurgitant jet must be recorded by CW and the
peak velocity should be 4 m/s or greater. In addition
to the severity of regurgitation, other hemodynamic
factors such as LV diastolic compliance and systemic
vascular resistance can alter the rate of decline of the
regurgitant velocity.
Application of color flow Doppler. Color flow
Doppler imaging is widely used to detect regurgitant
valve lesions.The area of color Doppler flow velocity
disturbance in the receiving chamber provides a
semiquantitative evaluation of regurgitant severity.
Trivial and mild degrees of regurgitation, as a rule,
have thin jets that travel short distances into the
receiving chamber; more severe lesions have broader
jets covering larger areas within the receiving chamber. However, the regurgitant jet area is seriously limited by numerous technical and physiologic variables that affect the length and width of the
regurgitant jet. Jets that are centrally directed into a
receiving chamber tend to have a larger color jet
area for a given flow because of entrainment of
blood cells inside the receiving chamber (Figure
17). On the other hand, eccentric jets traveling
along a wall will lose energy and have a smaller
color area for a given flow.55 Regurgitant jet area
should therefore be used with caution when assessing severity of regurgitant lesions. Furthermore,
when assessing valve regurgitation, set the aliasing
threshold in the color scale to the highest possible
level to limit the effect of entrainment on the regurgitant jet area.
Parameters derived from the color flow velocities
within the regurgitant orifice appear to be more
accurate than the color jet area in evaluating severity of regurgitation.56-58 To assess these parameters

Figure 19 Diagrammatic representation of concept of
PISA used to assess severity of MR.

well, image the regurgitant site in multiple longitudinal and cross-sectional planes, paying meticulous
attention to imaging the velocities within the regurgitant orifice. Both the width and the area of the
regurgitant jet at the valve orifice (ie, near the vena
contracta) or immediately distal to the orifice relate
well with other independent measurements of
severity of regurgitation (Figure 18).56-58
Examination of the flow velocity pattern proximal
to the regurgitant orifice provides insight into the
severity of regurgitation. Proximal flow acceleration
occurs with the isovelocity “surfaces” assuming a
hemispheric shape adjacent to the regurgitant orifice that can be visualized with color Doppler
(Figure 19).59-62 The velocity in this proximal isovelocity surface area (PISA) is equal to the aliasing
velocity (Va). Regurgitant flow (in milliliters per second) can be derived from the PISA radius (r) as 2πr2
× Va. Assuming the maximal PISA radius occurs
simultaneously with the peak regurgitant flow and
the peak regurgitant velocity (PkVreg), the EORA is
derived as:
EORA = (2πr2 × Va)/PkVreg

(9)

Regurgitant volume can be estimated as EORA
multiplied by regurgitant VTI.63
The above calculations can be accurately performed only if the region of PISA appears hemispheric. To ensure this, the sound waves should be
oriented parallel to flow and the color Doppler baseline shifted toward the direction of regurgitant flow
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until a semicircular area of PISA is well visualized.
This method is therefore easier to apply to regurgitant lesions involving the MV, particularly those with
centrally directed jets.
Evaluating Prosthetic Valves
The general principles for evaluating prosthetic
valve function are similar to those of native valve
stenosis. Because a prosthetic valve in general has a
smaller effective area than the corresponding normal
native valve, higher velocities, and therefore pressure
gradients, are recorded through the prosthesis compared with a native valve. Velocities and gradients
through prosthetic valves depend on valve type and
size, flow, and heart rate.64,65 Thus, reporting heart
rate in addition to other parameters should be part
of the routine assessment of prosthetic valve function. Overall, pressure gradients by Doppler and by
catheter measurements correlate well.66 However, in
certain valve prostheses, specifically bileaflet valves,
overestimation of gradients by Doppler has been
demonstrated, particularly for smaller sized prostheses.67,68
The technique of recording adequate velocities
through prosthetic valves is similar to that of native
valves, with special attention directed toward minimizing the angle of incidence between the Doppler
beam and flow velocity. For prostheses in the mitral
or tricuspid position, this is performed from the apical or low parasternal window and can be guided
with color flow imaging. However, some cases,
because of an unusual position of the valve or presence of obstruction, have an eccentric inflow jet (or
jets). In these cases the window of examination
should be modified accordingly. For aortic valve
prostheses, recording from all available windows,
including apical, right sternal border, suprasternal,
and subcostal, is encouraged to avoid an error in
flow angulation and underestimation of gradients.
This recording is particularly important in stenotic
prosthetic valves, for which the stenotic jet may be
eccentric, similar to native AS.
Prosthetic aortic valve function. Because gradients
depend on flow (among other factors), the continuity
equation is also applied to prosthetic valves. For prosthetic aortic valves, measurement of flow is usually
performed with the apical 5-chamber or long-axis
view, with the sample volume positioned within 1 cm
proximal to the valve. By the continuity equation,
effective aortic valve area can be derived as SV divided by the time-velocity integral of the jet. For determination of SV,measure the diameter of the LVOT;but
in difficult cases, the sewing ring diameter can be
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substituted for the LVOT diameter, recognizing that it
may yield a higher value for the effective valve
area.65,69
Doppler-derived effective valve areas have been
shown to relate to valve size and have been reported for few prostheses. A Doppler velocity index,
derived as the ratio of peak velocity in the LVOT to
the peak velocity through the prosthesis, is less
dependent on valve size.This index is especially useful if the valve size is not known at the time of the
study 65,68
Prosthetic mitral and tricuspid valve function.

Mean gradients for several types of mitral prostheses and more recently for tricuspid prostheses, have
been reported. Effective valve area has been
derived for prosthetic MVs with the P1/2t formula.
However, the constant of 220 has been derived for
native MVs, not for prosthetic MVs.70 As with native
valves, the P1/2t method has limitations similar to
those previously discussed but is useful in detecting prosthetic valve obstruction.71 In cases in
which discordance between gradients and effective
area is apparent, application of the continuity equation may be beneficial.72 No data are available for
the application of the continuity equation in tricuspid valves.
Prosthetic valve regurgitation. For the most part,
all the currently used mechanical valves have a minimal degree of functional (“built-in”) regurgitation
that, at times, is detected with Doppler ultrasound
and should not be confused with pathologic regurgitation.73,74 Regurgitation of prosthetic aortic
valves is readily detected by transthoracic Doppler
echocardiography, and its severity is assessed by several modalities in a manner analogous to native aortic insufficiency. Because of the position of the prosthetic MV in relation to the transducer and the
regurgitant chamber, considerable ultrasound shadowing and Doppler flow masking occurs during
transthoracic studies in these patients.This scenario
is more severe in mechanical valves compared with
bioprosthetic valves. Thus, transthoracic color and
conventional Doppler are less sensitive for the detection of prosthetic MV regurgitation.75,76 A nonimaging CW transducer should be used in all patients
with prosthetic MVs because the lower frequency
sound wave has better penetration and can often
record a regurgitant jet that has not been detected
with the imaging transducer. In patients with a
mechanical St. Jude’s mitral prosthesis, a peak early
velocity of 1.9 m/s or greater without other signs of
obstruction is 90% sensitive and 89% specific for significant valve regurgitation.77 Transesophageal echo-
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cardiography is often needed to confirm this lesion
and assess the severity of regurgitation. For the most
part, prosthetic tricuspid valve regurgitation is easier
to detect than MR.

9.

10.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Doppler echocardiography provides an accurate
assessment of the severity of many cardiac disorders
and has therefore assumed an integral role in the
clinical evaluation of cardiac patients.This document
emphasizes the appropriate methods to properly
record and quantify Doppler velocities. However,
expertise in the performance of Doppler echocardiography can only be obtained by appropriate training, practice, and experience. Lastly, the field of
echocardiography is dynamic and continues to
evolve rapidly. Therefore, future modifications of
these recommendations will be created as newer
methods and applications of Doppler echocardiography emerge.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Aliasing: Ambiguous frequencies (or velocities)
caused by frequencies exceeding the PRF sampling
(Nyquist) limit with PW Doppler.The high velocities
“wrap around” and are displayed as negative velocities.
Amplitude: The intensity of the backscatter
echoes reflected off the moving blood cells and displayed in gray scale. It reflects the number of red
blood cells moving at a given velocity in a given
time.
Baseline shift: Repositioning of the zero flow
velocity line to the forward or reversed channels to
overcome aliasing.Also referred as zero shift.
Bernoulli Equation:An equation that relates the
instantaneous pressure drop across a discrete steno-
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sis to convective acceleration, viscous forces, and
early phasic acceleration.The latter 2 factors are usually neglected in the “modified” equation (4V2).
Carrier frequency:The frequency emitted by the
transducer.
Continuity equation: Principle of the conservation of mass in which the flow volume proximally to
a valve equals the distal flow volume. Because flow =
area (A) × velocity (V), it follows that A1 × V1 = A2 ×
V2.
Continuous wave (CW) Doppler: A method to
measure Doppler velocity with a transducer incorporating 2 ultrasound crystals (or array of crystals).
One constantly transmits a selected ultrasound frequency, and the other constantly receives frequency shifts backscattered from red blood cells in
motion. High-flow velocities can be recorded without aliasing, although depth localization is not possible.
Deceleration time: The time duration (in milliseconds) of the decrease from peak flow velocity to
the zero baseline.
Diameter: The maximal linear measurement (in
centimeters) of a circle.
Diastolic filling period: The duration of flow
velocity from atrioventricular valve opening to closure.
Doppler equation:A mathematical equation that
relates the observed frequency shift (∆F) to the
velocity of blood cells (V), the carrier frequency (Fo),
the cosine of the angle theta (θ), and the speed of
sound in soft tissue (c = 1540 m/s). The Doppler
equation is ∆F = (V × 2 Fo × cos θ)/ c.
Ejection time:The duration of flow from semilunar valve opening to closure.
Flow convergence region:The region proximal
to a flow orifice in which flow streamlines converge,
thereby creating “shells” of progressive flow acceleration. Isovelocity areas can be indicated by aliasing
boundaries.
Flow profile: A spatial plot of velocity distribution across a vessel diameter that can be described as
parabolic, flat, or irregular.
Frequency shift: The difference between transmitted and received ultrasound frequency. It is
directly proportional to the velocity of blood flow as
stated in the Doppler equation.
Gradient: The pressure drop or pressure difference across any restrictive orifice.
Hertz:A unit of frequency equal to one cycle per
second; kilohertz (KHz) = 1000 hertz, and megahertz
= 1 million hertz.
High pulse repetition frequency (PRF) Doppler: A method of achieving high sampling rates;
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multiple pulses and their return signals from within the heart are present at any one point in time,
and Doppler shifts along the beam are summed
along sample volume depths that are multiples of
the initial sample volume depth to give a single output.
Isovolumic contraction:The time period (in milliseconds) between atrioventricular valve closure
and semilunar valve opening.
Jet: High-velocity flow signal in or downstream
from a restrictive orifice.
Laminar flow:A flow state in which blood cells
are moving in a uniform direction and with organized distribution of velocities across the flow
area.
Mean velocity: The mean (average) of measured
spectral shifts over a specific period within a given
sample site.
Mirroring:An artifact of spectral display resulting
in the inability of the spectrum analyzer to separate
forward and reverse Doppler signals. The stronger
signals are displayed in mirror-like fashion from the
zero baseline in the opposite channel.Also called signal “cross talk.”
Modal velocity:The mode in the frequency analysis of a signal is the frequency component that contains the most energy. In display of the Doppler frequency spectrum, the mode corresponds to the
brightest (or darkest) display points of the individual
spectra and represents the velocity component that
is most commonly encountered among the various
moving reflectors.
Nyquist limit:The highest Doppler shift frequency that can be measured. Equal to one half the pulse
repetition frequency.
Pressure half time: The time (in milliseconds)
that it takes for the maximal pressure gradient to
decrease by one half.
Pulse repetition frequency (PRF):The rate at
which pulses of ultrasound energy are transmitted.
Pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler: A method of
Doppler interrogation that uses specific time delays
to assess the Doppler shifts within a discrete region
along the path of the sound beam.
Sample volume: The specific 3-dimensional site
in which Doppler velocities are interrogated.
Sample volume width:The lateral and azimuthal
dimensions of the PW Doppler sample volume,
which depends on beam characteristics.
Sample volume length:The axial size of the PW
Doppler sample volume.
Spectral analysis: A display of the Doppler shift
frequency components over time. Frequency or
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velocity is displayed in the Y-axis, time in the X-axis,
and amplitude in gray scale.
Spectral broadening:An increase in the number
of frequency components in a PW Doppler signal; an
indicator of a disorganized flow pattern or highvelocity flow signal aliasing.
Velocity-time integral (VTI): Integral of the
velocity over time.
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Turbulent flow: Nonlaminar unstable blood flow
in which the kinetic energy of flow creates vortices
of differing velocities and direction.
Vena contracta: Smallest area of flow in or downstream from a restrictive orifice.
Wall filter: A control that rejects echocardiographic information from low-velocity reflectors
such as wall motion.

